OVERVIEW

What you are receiving in this collection is just a minimum of evidences. To reproduce more is not possible in the short period of time being allowed. However, from what you have available here, the bare minimum of proof, you will have an ample supply to show that the direction to which we are being taken is not good! We must call for an investigation of the president’s office. By viewing this cavalcade of presidents, there is enough evidence to prove there exists a long-standing effort by the “presidential brotherhood” to move the people of the United States away from their heritage of limited government under the United States Constitution, and to transfer them over on a gradual basis to a system of unlimited MILITARIZED communist government. Thus, our proper Constitutional form of government would be destroyed. To allow this would be a great disaster for ourselves and our children!

The “presidential brotherhood” took over the Oval Office during Franklin D. Roosevelt’s time and has been changing our laws and unwinding the constitutional system ever since. The alliance of CHANGE threads through each and every president’s administration, moving out the principles of Constitutional government, and instituting in its place, a socialist militarized global “democracy” (world communism). The “new world order” is UNLIMITED government.

Once President Richard Nixon laid the international regional lines over the states, every president kept this socialist global management system advancing. Every president has abided by it. By installing regional “agencies” the internationalists were able to CHANGE and usurp sovereign power belonging to the people, and belonging to the states, and transfer them under the control of the international government they have been building for a world government. President Harry Truman should have been able to see that the United Nations Charter was going to supersede our Constitution and damage the sovereignty of the United States. He must have read the U.N. Charter before he approved of Secretary Stettinius signing it on behalf of our nation. The U.N. wanted our military and its territory for its world army from the onset! Before President John Kennedy signed the General and Complete Disarmament law, he should have been aware that a country that gives up its armed forces, and disarms its own citizens, is rendered defenseless! Any American citizen who consents for our states to be abolished must know that the Constitution and the Bill of Rights will no longer have a basis for its existence.

By use of executive orders, treaties, federal laws with deceiving titles placed on them, and co-operating governors, the “presidential brotherhood” has readied the militarized international system, and have it on standby! They have weakened our economic system to the degree that we are now easily subject to fall under a total collapse, and they have both republican and democratic parties offering globalist candidates for us to choose from at the polls. If you vote for either, it will be chalked off as having gained your consent to accept a global government. They intend to create a catastrophic condition big enough to force us to move under the international system that is on standby. Read pages 132-133 of the Houlihan Report. It will be an engineered catastrophe! They have used many techniques and ways to pull the wool over the eyes of unsuspecting U.S. people to eliminate the proper understanding and resistance by the people. We have been moved under “agencies”, etc., to where the people will have no power and no rights left! Martial law must be avoided at all costs. CHANGE has been the name of the game, and the style of the game! Be sure to look for “change” as you go through the articles.

Like thieves in the night, they have removed all our valuables, and subjected us to international management, as you will see by the enclosed executive orders; however, it has been done unlawfully, without any authority. When the catastrophe happens, they will go underground, which is why they have published the succession lists. Demand an investigation of the capture of the Oval Office.

What they have done is invalid! It is unauthorized! It is unlawful!

SOME ONE HAS TO ANSWER FOR THIS!